
With their traditional good looks and solid construction, Heritage Series cases will stand the test of 
time. These wooden display cases offer such premium features as sliding tempered glass doors, 
built-in locks, steel shelving hardware, and floor levelers. May also be used with a separate cornice 
lighting fixture for an enhanced presentation. Available in two distinct sizes and your choice of either 
oak or hardwood. With over a century of experience behind them, Heritage Series display cases 
continue to be a favorite.

HERITAGE FLOOR CASES

In this picture: 891 floor case (with optional lighted cornice) with honey maple finish and white laminate backing.



8931 DIMENSIONS
Width:  48”
Height:  6”
Depth:  18”
Shipping: 36 LBS

891 DIMENSIONS
Width:  48”
Height:  70” (including 10” base)
Depth:  18”
Shipping: 245-264 LBS

8949 DIMENSIONS
Width:  36”
Height:  40” (including 10” base)
Depth:  14”
Shipping: 112-116 LBS
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back panel optionswood color options

autumn oak

carmel oak

honey maple

espresso

plaque fabric

mirror back

cordovan

danish walnut

white laminate

cherry oak

styles for every setting
With 63 different combinations, 

Heritage is a sure fit for your display needs

891 - 4’ floor case
(pictured in espresso with mirror backing)

oak framed case with 4 half-length 
adjustable shelves, and optional lighting 

76”H x 48”W x 18”D
(6” optional 8931 lighted cornice shown, 
cornice sold seperately)

891 - 4’ floor case
(pictured in honey maple with white backing)

hardwood framed case with 4 
half-length adjustable shelves 

70”H x 48”W x 18”D

8949 - 3’ countertop case
(pictured in carmel oak 
with plaque fabric backing)

oak framed case with 1 
full-length adjustable shelf

40”H x 36”W x 14”D

• Solid oak or hardwood frame for premium craftsmanship and durability

• Sliding tempered glass doors provide secure yet stunning views

• Hassle free - Heritage comes with built-in locks and levelers to ensure   
 achievements can be displayed from day one

• Optional cornice/lighting fixture for added case versatility (891 model only)
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